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1 Editing in ArcGIS Pro
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Exercise 1: Configure ArcGIS Pro for editing
   Start ArcGIS Pro and open a project
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   Change the map's coordinate system
   Set layer selectability and editability
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   Identify map and layer spatial references
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   View data attributes
   Run the Enable Editor Tracking tool
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  - Open a new project and zoom to a bookmark  
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  - Use a feature template to create new geometry  
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   Investigate topology rules
   Validate a topology
   Use the Error Inspector to locate errors
   Fix a topology error
   Mark an error as an exception
   Use editing tools to fix an error
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   Correct topology errors
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  Modify annotation position
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  Change text using the Annotation tool
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  Prepare the ArcGIS Pro scene
  Sketch a new multipatch feature
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Exercise 9B: Modify multipatch data in ArcGIS Pro
  Rotate a 3D feature
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Exercise 10: Apply the feature editing workflow
  Prepare the editing environment
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  Modify feature geometry
  Create new features
  Exercise solution with steps
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